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Mile Name Description
0.00 Parking Parking lot
0.07 Trailhead Trailhead
0.20 Go left Branch - go left along the paved path
0.59 Road and tracks Cross the road and tracks, pass mounds to far side of parking lot
0.78 East Bluff Start of East Bluff Trail on far side of parking lot away from the lake
0.87 Right and up Branch - take the trail on the right and start ascending the bluff
1.08 Go right Branch - go right around the outcropping towards the lake
1.68 Stay right Branch - stay right (map)
1.90 Go left Branch - go left
2.02 Go straight Intersection - stay on the East Bluff trail along the edge of the bluff
2.21 Right to DD Take a right down to Devils Doorway
2.26 DD Devils Doorway
2.31 Tee right Tee - go right at the top of the stairs
2.34 Stay right Branch - stay right and head down to the Potholes Trail junction
2.35 Go right Branch - go right and descend the bluff on the Potholes Trail
2.64 Tee right Tee - go right along the Grotto Trail
2.74 Stay right Branch - stay right
2.89 Keep right Branch - stay right
2.95 Go left Branch - Go left across the tracks
3.13 R and R fountains, faucets, vending, concessions, picnic area, toilets
3.42 Boardwalk Walk along the boardwalk to the sidewalk
3.57 Sidewalk Walk to the end of the sidewalk
4.03 Road Walk along the road to the West Bluff Trail
4.08 Toilet Pit toilet
4.23 West Bluff Climb the West Bluff Trail
5.27 Stay right Branch - stay right
6.01 End of trail End of trail

Directions

43.428987
-89.735620

From the junction of US Hwy 12 and
WI 159 south of Baraboo Wisconsin,
follow 159 east 1.3 miles to the WI
123.

Take a right on 123 and head
southeast 0.3 miles to the entrance
on your right for Devils Lake State
Park.

Follow the park road 0.5 miles to the
first parking pullout on your right.

Note that you need a sticker to park
in this parking lot. If you need to
purchase one, continue along the
park road to the entrance station at
the bottom of the hill, then continue
following the park road till you
reach WI 123 again. Take a left on
123 and loop back to the road where
you first entered the park.
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